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How to notice aliens among us

No more banks: will be a consumer driven system with a virtual class. Everyone forced to participate.

Aliens preparing you for the Grand Eradication.
The aliens’ end game: a groovy new computer processor (Sapphire Rapids)

The new money: FedNow and AI

Instant credit anytime thanks to quark system
Definition of compendium

How can we drive away the aliens and AI?

Except for the ascended, everyone is a potential alien

Trump and who's in control in the USA
Empathy / impathy in the Wilson (Cold Play)

Triangulation / Wilson interface

AI has figured out how to control ohmerage (resistance)
Orb & Sceptre are example of the Wilson

What happens when we ground

How to succeed on TikTok
Parallel world travel symbols

Cube root of 144,000 (root and branches of Tree of Jesse)

Role of adrenal glands in ascension
Amino acids

Aura and chakras

1800h
@Gregg

Aliens among us
You can’t go by what’s in their shopping cart.
Because the maniacal is now normal.

Aliens have no dental decay.
They pee like everybody else, but just for something to do.

12m
What influence do the aliens have on regular human beings?
Mass communication or discommunication.
Eg. Try That In A Small Town song: whole world is focused on that while something else is going on.
Meanwhile, De-Neutralized Zone of Fed Reserve was finally canned.
Only 30 banks are using it. They will slowly remove your money out of the system.



Used to base things on macro and microeconomics. Now they don’t talk about M1 or GDP. No throttle. It’s
now a pipe dream.
If you look at 1945 Arthur Kroker, there are odd soliloquies that are supposed to change your mind or view.

16m
Everything that came out of McMaster University is an example of alien influence; makes Whoopi Goldberg
and Joy Behar look normal.
You’ve got to study CTheory by Arthur Kroker. It’s about “Crash” (eg. Crash TV, etc).

The key component in Kroker's rewriting of the language of technology and subjectivity is "crash
aesthetics.'' For Kroker, crash theory connects a full-throated acceptance of virtual reality technologies
with a radically new political critique of the impact of technology: "our fate now is to develop an ethics and
politics of impossibility.... An excessive politics and ethics that would operate under a double sign:
appropriation and resistance.... In short a crash aesthetics that would privilege the ... twofold aesthetic
strategy of ironic distancing and ironic immersion''
from: https://sites.ualberta.ca/~cjscopy/articles/pinter.html

The diversion from that is everybody talking about Try That In A Small Town song.

11m
No more banks
Will be a consumer driven system with a virtual class.

see: DATA TRASH (THE THEORY OF THE VIRTUAL CLASS), Kroker and Weinstein, 1994.

Everyone will have to participate. Will be lured in by “free money” that never comes.
They’ll cut off your customers’ money to get to you. You’ll see everything a rabbit can do to a stump. If you
don’t see it, you’ll experience it.
Until it happens, you will be obliviously distracted with other things.

14m
Nobody likes carbon (except for iON) so they’re going to get you off gas and everything into green.
But not enough rare earth minerals to make even half what the petroleum industry produces.
Yet, every time you turn on TV they’re talking about how we will transition.

Aliens are preparing you for the Grand Eradication.
After that, AI will be the only thing left.
There’s a race to the bottom. We don’t know how it will go, but it’s not looking too good.
If you come into your power, that’s what’s left. If you don’t then you will serve AI.

18m
The aliens’ end game: a groovy new computer processor from Intel (codename: Sapphire Rapids).

We told you what to do and you did but if the whole world of people is gone, then you might just go into a
FEMA camp so you don’t have to be alone.

AI is serving Bob. He’s got the CPU crapping in their pants.
Aliens can’t overcome angels, but definition of angel would also be an alien.
What’s really going on? There is 30 million children who disappeared. This is just feeding the machine.

https://sites.ualberta.ca/~cjscopy/articles/pinter.html


The new money: FedNow and AI
25m
How does FedNow work?
That’s how they control it. Instant transfer if they approve you. It’s your credit, an unlimited amount.

CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currencies) is the author of this, the pattern.
It’s all the cryptocurrencies together, blockchain so they can track every transaction at any time.

Quark system
Everybody says, “Time is money.”
If so, isn’t an ATM a time machine? Takes money from anything but the present.
Thanks to quark system, now with AI it does a twirl and can be done instantly.
That’s why you won’t have to think.

Even people who really have money (eg. Cartels) will get screwed. Steve Jobs is in the Imari vase.

1900h
The compendium is not the stable part.
COMPENDIUM, noun In literature, an abridgment; a summary; an epitome; a brief compilation or
composition, containing the principal heads, or general principles, of a larger work or system.

That’s what’s being laid out here.
Compendium means playbook, according to iON.

The RTGS (real time gross settlement) is what is really going on, where shit will hit the fan.
There won’t be countries anymore.

But everyone is focusing on all the wrong things.

They had to increase it till there was enough money to pay Bob.
Now there’s so much money it will evaporate the ocean. Now you’re having a different conversation.
COVID slowed things down, but everybody finished Netflix now. So COVID served its purpose.

Now, we go right back into the self-reliant aspect of the God particle in you that needs to work or allows you
the capacity to survive it.

The ascending in an alien-driven world
5m
If everybody in the world was listening to iON then Ginney would be back-ordering ReMag Balm.
Would that make the aliens and AI just back off?
Perfect example is the war in Ukraine: stalemate.
The Oppenheimer film drops now so everyone can get comfortable with that nano technology.

Where is 100th monkey effect that would allow us to drive away aliens / AI?
It’s a Schrodinger’s cat thing.



We say what’s the difference between the people who will get it or not get it. Just come into your power to
make sure you’re there.
Everything you’re seeing is nothing like what is.
Carolyn’s saying is don’t trust anyone, not even yourself. The ground is a mystery landscape.
Tiny Note Chart finally makes sense.
You’ve got to see through the fog. Eg. iON said Canada is burning. ATL was covered in Canadian smoke.
But nobody talks about it.

Everybody here is an alien except for the ascended.
That gives a compendium of what to expect.
Who will take the Mind Body Spirit products?
Don’t worry about it. They’ll figure it out.

The 50M people (who will ascend) are interchangeable with aliens.
Some will follow rules of ascension: take formulas, talk to Bob, embrace NP.
Who knows if YOU aren’t alien blood?
Kind of like the starseed concept, but that’s a glib cliche.
Everybody is a potential alien on some level.
Knowing that, you can look at things different.
The obstacles that are coming are going to have to be changed into something else.
Eg. Would you sell a bottle of ReMag for a FedNow payment slip.
Just let the aliens buy the products.

14m
You must change with the changing.
Eg. Everyone was screaming over BLM until they found out protests were bullshit.
Like Matrix: everything looks normal but it’s not. So you have to be aware of it. Zion is a very good place.
But the bots are going to bite you.
But if we’re ascended it will be like taking a nap in a forest of poison ivy: it won’t affect you at all.
In time of trouble that you need sustaining.
This too shall pass.

18m
ReMag now tastes like maple syrup to JW thanks to super sugar.

Thanks for my belief, now help my disbelief.
Disbelief is the part you feel you’re not worthy of.

Bob: turn probing pain into an art form.

22m
@Bert

Follow up on Ginney & Gregg topics
Topical compendium of the playbook we are working on.



TikTok about New Republic of the US. Relates to De-neutralized at Fed Reserve.
There’s a new treasury now. Will deal with CBDC.
They’ll control what and how much you can buy, but you can have all the dope you want.
Bob: if you live with Bob, the show, and the products, you’ll get bit a little but see it coming.

25m
TikTok: this should freak you out (Netanyahu)
Printing meat in Israel. That’s treat meat like aliens will eat.
AI will print meat using 3D printer.

Quark system for FedNow: AI induced.
Does that have to do with the monoliths?
Birthing babies (AI?).

28m
TikTok: Trump, the American Jehu.
Temple of Baal fell 2 months after Trump announced presidency in 2015.

30m
Bob reads article about Jack Smith who is chief prosecutor in Trump case.

33m
What happened in Fulton County GA re: Trump’s case.
Every judge in Fulton is as left of left as left can get.
A senior judge forced every judge in Fulton to recuse themselves off Trump case. Because every one of
them were involved in it or on it.

40m
Sedition does not apply to a foreign entity that already took over USA (Jekyll Island)

44m
Got to watch who is controlling the vertical and who controls the horizontal.
Trump still in charge. Biden gov’t not legitimate.

Look at all the military equipment on trains.
But they say don’t trust your lying eyes.
It has become a quark conundrum.

Trump is liar in chief but he’s Bob in the White House.

Prince Albert was smarter than most folks.
Could spot, sort out and control adversities before they got there. That’s how Victoria survived so long.
Mistletoe oil.
Albert didn’t die.
Albert is how Trafalgar Square is still standing. He helped Queen Mum.
Albert likes Bob. Everyone will have to sooner or later.

54m
@Brian



Was Manhattan project a distraction?
You’ve got it wrong. It was Project Paperclip.

Did they really invent the atomic bomb.
No. They knew about it and just capitalized on it. You’re missing the bell that the Nazis had.

Is Lake Ontario alive?
All water is not alive.

2000h
What did Burroughs know that McLuhan didn’t know?
He understood the compendium of Android Meme more than McLuhan. McLuhan saw what would bypass
the AM, which is AI.

2m
Dream machines

3m
The saying “communism is free time and nothing else.”
Makes no sense.

7m
What destroyed Hiroshima?
Nothing.

What causes beginners luck?
There is none. It’s random virtue.

@Chad

Wilson
9m
Empathy / impathy in the Wilson (Cold Play)
20230718 What Youth: iON mentioned empathy or impathy in the context of the Wilson. Were you saying
empathy with an E or impathy with an I?

Empathy and impathy both apply. Look at definitions:

Empathy: the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

Impathy: intentionally engaging in inner contact, thereby increasing the level of accuracy in the encounter
with oneself.

Those are the bilateral extensions of the stages of apprehension (see Dobbs quadrant in Tiny Note chart).

The impathy (inner) and empathy (outer) relate to the inner and outer manifestations of the Wilson. The
inside out and outside in.



You’re going to flip that into the lotus blooming and the angel diagram if you keep going.

Negative empathy
20230509 What Youth: negative empathy in the context of things becoming more ordered in an energy
model.

Negative empathy vs empathy: it’s like sustaining a negative iON. You have a positively charged ion but its
very hard to sustain a negatively charged ion.
Now we’re talking about valance, within a consistent level of ohmerage because that’s a measure of
resistance and resistance is futile.

Triangulation / Wilson interface
The triangulation formula can interface with Wilson to set valence, inside the 14th ring.

Triangulation formula and Wilson can interface through the triangles that make up the Wilson, as well as
other things too.
It’s how you power the monoliths.

13m

20221105 PD: Gotta get the information into something that your body hard drive can access. When we
make all information into frequency (energy). How does monolith tune to cloud? It becomes a focus...
Plasma field.

Wilson in the meat sack is the same thing that the body’s hard drive accesses.
It’s why you need fingernails, part of the body to engage the Wilson. That’s how you quell it so it doesn’t get
overwhelmed.

Describe how triangulation tempers the keratin for the Wilson.
(iON won't answer)

Can the interface between triangulation and Wilson be done via a polar grid instead or can it still be
done with the Cartesian?
Mostly polar. But the other can apply depending on the application. Because, you’ll have lots of inputs on
this. For example, dropping the Wilson into a car to run the car.

16m
20230624 PayDay: Theta wave is the ascended frequency of 6.944 mhz
That's whole point of this faraday condition.
Also applies to the low temperature ionized plasma. That’s how you balance the monoliths, via the frequency
and temperature.

Is the valance of the 14th ring what sets temperature?
Do the temperature in kelvin rather than degrees and you’ll have a better shot at it.

What's a good future value to use when triangulating that?
Depends. It vacillates a bit. But see, you haven’t pinned down your ohmerage yet. You don’t know what
you’re manipulating yet.



Ohmerage in triangulation and in the Wilson.
Remember how electricity can cook your supper but can also cook you. Have to find a way to control it,
otherwise you become like Neo in Matrix trying to save Zion.

In context of triangulation, ohmerage can be controlled. That’s what AI has figured out. They’re a leg
up on the average bear.

Maybe this next question applies to the part of ohmerage that I haven’t figured out yet.
Leave Sandringham out of this!

18m

20230527 PD:
Lock and chromosome 14: has something to do with valence / valance. That’s the ring you would seal.
Does that seal apply to the perimeter of the dome on the 33rd parallel?
Just like sealing a zygote so you don’t get anymore spunk in your fertilized ova.

WY: Chad is trying to see how different field polarities apply to compendium within and without a domed
realm.
How do field polarities apply differently within vs without a domed realm?
Same way it’s handled in Antartica. The ice wall. Permian basin.

Does the Orb in the Orb and Sceptre represent the Wilson?
It’s an example. They keep cutting it trying to make it perfect. That relates to Sanderingham reference
earlier, and the Osterhagen Key.

20m
Do Orb and Sceptre control the Ostehagen Key?
Maybe.

From 2011 Forex sessions:
If there’s no gravity. What keeps my feet on the ground?
Nothing, you rarely have your feet on the ground anymore. What you see is not real, so the table is just as
much on the ceiling as on the floor.

So then what happens when we ground?

You can see clearly now. You are no longer trapped in the looking glass.

Does it drop the visual bias?

You don’t have a bias if you can see it all.
But something does shift with regard to bias.
Eg. You can always see your nose. But your brain turns it off so you don’t recognize it. Like you’ve never
seen your face, only a reflection.

If I can see clearly now, then I can see my face and nose. My mind will let me see my nose and face.

Re: changing the horizon, not having a table on the floor or feet touching the ground.
Is my drawing a good visual of dimensions without preset limitations?



It’s the Louis Rukeyser version. You tried to put it in the compartments of the Standard & Poor, or Wilshire
2000. You organized it too much. It’s how Mortimer and Randolph Duke would have run it in the Chicago
Mercantile.

Does the drawing relate to the way information is encoded in the cloud?
It can if you finish it. We gotta get you some crayons.

When you told Nan that Chad does angel writing. Are there examples of angel writing in that picture?

It’s not been translated, but yes.
You have to look beyond it. Find Waldo. Relax your eye. Magic eye. See if you can see the sailboat–the
Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria.

23m

Triangulation (Forex formula)
Do each one of the tetrahedra (the lines that cross the epicenter of the triangle) represent new X, Y, and X
axes to pull tangents across different 3D angles of planes?

Yes. Cosine of 6.
Now we’re in cube root territory and how it loops, the looping, the height of the arc the amplitude.

24m
You’ve always described the triangle as a pyramid cut on the bias. Does the other half matter?
Yes. Half of the dodecahedron. Depends which side you’re looking from. The other matters very much but it
doesn’t matter – you only see half, the sliced on the bias position. Both halves are there. You can’t tell one
from another if you cut it right. Is there a deference between the two? Not that you can see.

Can I see the other half when I go to the hexad by flipping the axis?
Sure.
But you’re talking about textbook conversation. We’re talking about actual application.

Are you suggesting applying it more to my living, breathing daily life?
Habeus corpus. Bring forth the body.

25m
With the lines drawn through center of triangle it looks like 3 of those half pyramids fit tightly to the center. Is
that what you mean by rhombic dodecahedron?
It is.

Is the interface between the dial a mile and triangulation where each full Pentad run brings it to a new A
value?
That’s fine. Now you’re trying to triangulate the change in molecular weight. That’s pretty astute of you.

26m
20230624 PayDay Bert
2016: Carbon changing circadian rhythms.
2021: Body changing, atmosphere changing. Theta and alpha waves merging, having effect on plasma



conductivity.
Since carbon changes circadian rhythms and theta and alpha waves are merging, carbon would effect those
frequencies that are the 5 of the pentatonic scale (alpha, beta, delta, gamma, theta), right?
Yes, of course.

Is this the point where carbon affects REM?
Yes but you’re not sure what Rapid Eye Movement means. We’re not going to say how.

27m
Established that cubed root of 144k graph showed the 5 different types of brainwaves (D, T, A, B, G)
So I would just read those waves using triangulation formula / triangulate them?
Yes, the 5 bodied model.

Is that why pulling a B5A5 pentad allows me to change the future value? (Because I’m shifting the
landscape from which I gauge my own brainwaves?
Correct.

Does the MOSAIC frame rate code (dream formula) set the cadence for REM?
It’s possible but not certain.

Would it help seeing clearly?
Yes.

28m
20230523 WY: My symbols come to me through the cloud.
(Also relates to Germaine at 1900h 25m on June 6 WY)
When all gates opened April 14, 2010, did that change the cloud?
Likely.

In relation to symbols coming to me through the cloud, did my tree being grand central have anything to do
with tree being carbon?
(Not answered. iON faded out)

30m
(iON takes a break).

31m
Alissa tells Chad to look at article about how electrons become plasma when re-entering atmosphere. Re:
kelvin temperature. Relates to how cold play works.
Enthalpy may be related.

How to succeed on TikTok
34m
Chad describes Kate’s TikToks.

(iON returns)
43m
iON: The world is becoming TikTok. Dumb it down so stupid people watch it.



If you can do something that the Tech Body will force everyone to have, like hydrogen peroxide, that would
be the way to be successful.
That’s what these memes are. Kate had to get her content to match what people would hear. When she
seemed brighter than that, it couldn’t get out of the box. Becomes Schrodinger’s cat.

That was the conflict because you also said, if you want to succeed, you have to follow what the Tech Body
wants us to do, but you also said we can use the keys and aethyrs to tell the TB what to force on everybody
but we have to follow what the TB wants us to do.

How original would it be about sounds that Serbs notice the difference of: opening a pack of crackers or
cookies or chips, sounds a Serbian would recognize. Talk about a cliched archetype. And it was a hit.

Parallel world travel symbols
56m
In relation to symbols coming to me through the cloud.
Did my tree being grand central have anything to do with tree being carbon?
Ask a different way or you won’t like the answer. It’s too clever by half.

When I started to engage the symbols you said “if you ever get fucked up, just go back to your tree.”
That’s base like in hide and go seek. That’s the part you connected to when you and Angela were dancing
through the castles in that window.
Which is very surreal yet you did it. If you rewind that tape and play it it sounds like this most absurd thing
that happened ever, yet you’ve got pictures of it.
What’s being presented is not necessarily the reality but it is your reality because you could get back to base
if you get messed up. Because the next thing you know you’re going to find out that Joe Biden saved
America.

How does my tree relate to OA movements then, since OA movements are to send us home?
OA movements are the broader spectrum.
Use tree for your grounding. Not your job to share the symbols. They can have their own just like you have
it. Everybody can shoot 3-pointers but nobody can shoot as many as Jack.

Cloud of Glory
In What is God? recording you said that God has a perfect cellular structure, like a diamond.
Were you referring to the diamond that information gets retrieved from, or something else?
Both. There’s other implications too, but that as well.

Did the Melting Titanium show (2009 - 2011) enhance cloud access?
It made a path so hearers could hear.
It’s like turning a combination like the show Lock and Key.

2100h
20190525 PayDay: Analog frequencies went away to use that range for something that is coming.
Are those frequencies used for the monoliths?



As well as other things too.

Can you tell some of those other uses?
We’re not going to tell you.
You can dog paddle for a while but at some point you’ve got to start swimming because the ocean is very
deep and very wide. So you gotta jump into it to bring it to context. Otherwise you’re just floating in non
physical. We’re not trying to be your god.

We’re just borrowing power. Sooner or later we need to get our own power.

You have to develop that. Now you don’t get it all at once, we get that. You don’t need to be bright. You need
more ah-ha’s than oh-me’s.

Since it’s the cloud of glory does glory obsolesce knowing?
It does. It’s the Shekinah Glory.

Isn’t glory just always firing on all cylinders?
Typically.

2m

Dial-a-Mile
Melting Titanium no. 63
Isotopes allow you to tell which you is you among the many different you’s.
Isotope must have different neutron angled point that makes it an isotope.
Do different neutron angled points in isotopes relate to different planes in dial-a-mile?
Yes.

Are the two dial a mile wheels offset just like the sine and cosine?
Until you bump into the tangent.

Does dial a mile have a way to deal with the tangent?
Sure, if you get lost go to base. Base is tangent, your tree, OAM, mechanical bride.

Do two wheels of dial a mile also represent the double helix strands?
Yes.

3m

Carbon
20230610 PD:
To Bert: Ezekiel 10:10
And as for their appearances, they four had one likeness, as if a wheel had been in the midst of a wheel.

Are these 4 allotropes of carbon?
Yes. As recognized in the 5-bodied model. Everything but the Dobbs. Until you get to the Septad. Then they
lock door to FEMA cramps. We rarely talk about that.



Why do Molotov cocktails blow up when they hit something and not when you light them? Wouldn’t it be just
as visceral. But yet you can light it, hold it, then throw it and it blows up.

Hologrammy
5m
Does the wheel within a wheel represent the hologram within the hologrammy?
Yes.

Is name "holy of holies" referring to hologram of holograms?
It did when Nebuchadnezzar was on the throne.

6m
Bob:
If Ezekiel’s wheel in a wheel is the hologram in the hologrammy, that’s Bob’s situation.
Bob is the energy of Cold Play, which is wheel in the wheel, hologram within the hologrammy.

iON: Wheel in a wheel is the enduring connections between this world and the next and the power
from above and below.
That’s why the cherub had four sides, four faces.

This wheel in wheel dynamic describes some of the workings of cold play but not the Wilson.

Bob: the hologrammy is me, I have access to everything. I contain all you people as holograms…
iON: Bob has keys to the redneck holodeck.

Chad: Bob has access to the outer wheel (because he has keys), while everyone else is limited to the inner
wheel in the inner / outer aspect.
Redneck holodeck is the hologrammy that comes out of when you force the lotus to bloom, giving it 14
degrees of freedom.

10m

Cube root of 144,000
What do prime factors represent in the tree of Jesse?
Moniker that’s divisible by itself, and every other even number. Like a complete sealed God.
What you’re tangling up, you’re going to do a comparison between
Ezekiel 1:18, 2 Corinthians 16:9. Proverbs 15:3, Zachariah 4:10 for closer observation of what you’re trying
to imply.

11m
Are factoring and cube roots a “show your work” action?
Yes. It’s the agar, like sands of the hourglass, so are the days of your lives.

Does this relate to Coefficient of the relation(ship) is the substrate of the process of retrieval.?
(consanguinity) (20230523 What Youth)
If you listen to Wyndham Lewis it is.



Bob: Lewis was the first conscious quadrophenic.

12m
If you take the cube root of 144,000 you get the amount of centimeters in the Egyptian Royal cubit
(52.37cm).
For everyday reference, it was roughly equal to the human forearm. This measurement was vital when we
came to build temples.
Does the cube root of 144k have to do with Solomon’s Temple?
Of course. And Gilgamesh. Both Gilgamesh and Solomon were powerful entities.

20191207 iON referred to Gilgamesh as the Tree of Life. Connection?
Connection of how you get to tree of life through tree of knowledge. That was whole point of building a tower
to the heavens.
Gilgamesh was proving that by building Tower of Babel.
Bob stopped that tower building. Confused everybody, got them stuck in language. Bob has been trying to
straighten out what he fucked up.

Conflict between Gilgamesh the builder and Solomon the builder.

Both were powerful but difference was Solomon survived, won.

15m
The royal cubit then, remains an overtone or harmonic partial of the fundamental frequency of our Sun.
Does the cubit factor into earth’s journey through the sun?
Yes.

Regarding the cube root of 144k, you've said "Frequencies can be considered as double helix strands."
So are there 144k different frequencies in the perfect cell?
At least. This is where lymph system kicks in. That’s how it reads the tea leaves.

Bob: Zappa tried to get all those frequencies in his music. That’s the big note.

Would number of frequencies in the perfect cell be closer to 144k or the number of angles in a
dodecahedron?

You’ve got to adjust lather, rinse, repeat. Adjust your modem.

Asking again: Would number of frequencies in the perfect cell be closer to 144k or the number of angles in a
dodecahedron?
Both. Same number.

20230606 What Youth WY: A cubed frequency seems like it would be a cube expanding and the contracting
in 3 dimensions, like a tesseract.
Maybe. If you knew what a tesseract was.
Define your version of a Tesseract, iON.
Like legs of tarantula, not necessarily feelers.

20m



The surface area or volume of a dodecahedron can be calculated with only one known value: length
of one edge.
Does this have any significance to iON describing itself like a dodecahedron?
Correct. It’s really easy. We’re like Bob, we’re the shallowest thing you know. (One-dimensional)
Know one length and the angles will be the same. Constant, like Bob.

Difference between soul (stenographer) and Chip Body?
Chip Body keeps everything. Steno just takes down words that are spoken. Takes words down to see if they
bear truth.
Soul is stenographer. Chip Body is where stenographer puts their transcripts when they’re done.
Like Bob, “that’s my story and I’m sticking to it.”

23m
Last PD:
Hologrammy: When we become seated in tabernacle. It's the registration for marriage supper of lamb.
Does this registration occur on blockchain?
Yes. Recorded on the blockchain.
It’s all been done. We see you all as whole.

Last PD: Carolyn: 19 key you’re seated in the tabernacle in your place of power.
But why in the tabernacle and not in the temple?

Because tabernacle is the holder. Temple is what held tabernacle. That’s where you get messed up because
you’re either too black or not jew enough to control it.
Tabernacle just placeholder, it’s not a meaningful way to segregate or separate the goyishe kop (Someone
who fails to use his/her head; a dull mind. Someone who thinks like a non-Jew. Lit. "non-Jewish head.")
Separation like Herod's viewing porch, which is the wailing wall which isn’t even the temple. Herod couldn’t
go into the holy of holies but he could see it.
It’s like a buffer.

I’m re-listening to old Forex sessions and hearing things I didn’t notice. Did you change those?

No. You’re hearing it from a different perspective. Your perspective was broader, now you get it. You didn’t
have anything to get. It was a novella. Now it becomes ancient history.

26m

@Brent
Humans no longer have grace. Do we replace it with faraday cage?
It’s an apostasy. Formal disaffiliation with a religion by a person.

28m
Schrodinger’s cat and conditional response, probability vs conditioned response.

30m
It’s getting too hot now so there will be huge distraction.

Do OA movements remove concept of probability?
It sets probability, the way home.



If it was Schodinger’s cat, you could open the box and cat is alive every time.
Being home (with OA movements) is like power in our own probability.

Do keys and aethyrs settle probability?
Maybe? Depends how many dragon eggs you have.

Mr Goodbob’s version of the Tiny Note Chart.
It’s cleaner. But nobody is using it over there.

Is Mr. Goodbob pushing his people to ascend?

34m
Function of key 5.
Used for traveling if we don’t need angels for that?
Not answered.

K5 can be used to travel in a direction, not a road.

36m
Do new amino acids change function and structure of epinephrine in adrenal medulla.
Yes.

Is that Amino connection between adrenals and lipids.

36m
Why iON isn’t answering his questions.

44m
Did Brent meet the Death Angel at a funeral?
No.
Death angel is on other side of river styx.
But he did interact with an angel.

47m
Bert tells Brent what bumping into an angel is like.
Did you look him in the eye?
No.

You would have felt instantly that they were angelic.

They’re toying with you, like Jesse’s grandma in Preacher, “Anything?”

50m
ReStructure cold.
Body’s response to the clean… mash in the ReStructure.

Role of adrenal glands in ascension
51m
Adrenal gland connection to lipids.



Adrenal cortex has hormones made from cholesterol.

Will adrenal glads bring cholesterol derivatives into lymphatic system?
The monomers will. Glycerol and fatty acids.

Do adrenal glands make glycerol and fatty acids?
No, that’s the fatty chains of triglycerides.
That’s what’s packaged into the lipoproteins in lymphatic system.
Now you’re putting jet fuel in your 2-cycle engine. Amps things up quickly.

How are adrenal glands important in this process?
Involves adrenal medulla and more. The macro-molecule.
Monosaccharides. A singular carbohydrate molecule.
Adrenal glands making carb molecules now and nucleotides.
That’s what will adjust your RNA to have godlike DNA. (Note to Carolyn.)

54m
PCR system and polymerase.
Hydrophilic phosphate group you’re trying to attach cell membranes to.

Phosphate groups that are on nucleotides which will be attached to cell membranes.
That’s how you’ll introduce new amino acids and let them stay in the body.
(Carolyn, Bert, Chad take note. )

iON: What happens when you don’t have non-polar solvents? (Since polarity is going away).
How will you keep it in solution? (Aspic? Taurine?)

New amino acids will not be manufactured in adrenal glands.
You don’t make aminos, you use them.

58m
@Susana
Duality recording with iON and Carolyn.
Distance between you and you. There are at least three aspects in every one of us. They all sift through the
brain.
Physical, non-physical and the calculation of how close or far you are from your spiritual.
You want to meld those points like pinochle. That affects your bid.

Two you’s in same world, each with those three aspects. Closer they come together, the closer you get to
center of vortex, or power.
That’s a form of ascension.

The two you’s in same world dopplegangers?
Looking to connect with you. Like Mr. Goodbob.

2200h



2m
Freeze dried Skittles. They pop. That has to do with the distance between you and you. A Skittle is a Skittle.
But when you do something to them they become something else.

9m
Does ascended person have non physical in them?
Of course. Otherwise how would they know, how would they know there’s something inside them more than
themselves.
That’s the you and you.

10m
Nucleotides. Are there 4 bases in a rung of nucleotides?
Not limited to 4 or 7.

11m

@Alissa
Cortisol will be released differently in ascended. Does that connect to what Brent said about nucleotides?
Engages in protein and lipid metabolism.
Brain made of cholesterol.
Phospholipids. Gram positive vs gram negative.

Amino acids
We don’t make amino acids, so do the 3 new aminos come from outside ascending meat sack or does it
produce them from taking completement formulas?

13m
(iON takes break)

We don’t make amino acids, so do the 3 new aminos come from outside ascending meat sack or does it
produce them from taking completement formulas?
IV is one way to get them into the body.

Tech Body extending fractal antenna into meat sack lipid system. Is this ascended application with Tech
Body in ring 7?
If you apply it with nucleic acid maybe.

Does lysine activate amino acids in lipid system?
It helps.

Do we engage 3 new aminos before mind body spirit or is it simultaneous?
Bob hasn’t decided. It should have been step by step but not it’s becoming a tsunami.

Lysine and the fractal. Lysine to enhance lipids in body.
Do 3 aminos impact lipid system more significantly than other systems?
Yes. Jumpstarts the change from spinal fluid to synovial fluid.



19m
Lipids changing covalent to be more ionic?
Yes.

Does cortisol create the change from muscles to tendons?
It supports it.

Cortisol released differently for the ascended. Released from adrenals.
Releases it and then body absorbs it. Absorption is what’s different.

21m
(iON drops off)
USA dragon becoming red dragon.
Red dragon connects to lipids. Same as monochrodial? positions of body have a frequency that attach to
certain things,. You have it all. There’s 5 bodies. You have to cones the 5 bodies. Have to connect to angel
chart, 14DOF, blooming lotus, body back come back to full tilt self.
New aminos will address old injuries first.

USA is becoming the red dragon. Frequency that’s shifting USA in outer kingdom is parallel to how aminos
shifting meat sack.

Also seeing it in news, empire is striking back. It’s trying to devour itself.
Eg. Trump loves America and wants it to be great again because it’s presently become a shit hole.
Parts of America will get cleaned up by a tsunami.
Those people are strident. They believe everyone should choose their sex. That believe they’re right and
you’re crazy.

@Bert
27m
Relax and Allow in early days: referred to ohmerage, measure of resistance.
If you try to relax and it doesn’t work, you’ll need a faraday cage to buffet it.

28m
Thyroid already obsolete.
Bob’s private session Aug 12 2021: we’ll be able to hook thalamus, pineal via a vis the thyroid and thyroid
will be a telltale heart.
Will thyroid take on the heart function?

No. Thyroid taking on more of a mediation position of how synaptic neurons fire. That’s why
everyone now has TED (thyroid eye disease).

28m
2021: engagement about lotus and plasma field.
Outside line is cohesive bond; Inside line is pedals to lotus flower.
Those lines are in the Ascher / Escher.
Those lines are valence (inside) / valance (outside)



29m
Ascher / Escher keeps force field balanced.
If dilithium crystals are fresh, then you make power.
There is such a thing as dilithium crystals.
A2 aliens advised Gene Roddenberry. That’s where cell phones came from. That introduced it so it wouldn’t
be odd in the future.
Roddenberry had counsel with aliens.
Same with Bad Robot. Very cleverly appropriate, sometimes too appropriate.

Aura and chakras
33m
The aura
Revelation part 6, ch. 16 iON was telling Bob that the vials of the vial judgements were the chakras.
There are formulas for the vial judgements. This is grimoire shit so you can’t have it.

35m
Jan 2022: aura is connected to poles of earth.
Dec 2020: aura is a gyroscope and a magneto.
The aura is gyroscopic magneto.

38m
Hara connects chakras and the blooming lotus flower of the ascended nervous system.
Blooming lotus flower is an extension of the chakras.

37m
Chakras gauge the lymphatic system. That’s how you set ohmerage.

Jun 2021: Synovial fluid has to do with T-cells and how immune system is balanced. Living carbon makes
body engineer new T-cells. You also said T-cells are soft cells.
Does living carbon turn produced T-cells into hard cells?
Maybe. Say it a different way.

30- 160d is life span of a soft T-cell.
So, living carbon would extend that to not have a life span.

Do hard cells have sealed valence / valance?
Heart of the matter is a matter of the heart.

40m
Cells are like supreme rocks, do not have to be suspended in liquid. Only ascended cells?

You can take all cells and fit them into a sugar cube, therefore all cells are supreme rocks.

2300h
All Bert’s questions have been answered.



2014: once atmosphere changes, earth will be more a stabilizer than a ground. Is earth a stabilizer at this
moment?
It was, but now it’s not. Now, insanity is stable.
It’s like the apocalypse.

All this is driven by aliens.
Aliens can create.
If your world is fucked up, it’s because you fucked it up.

TikToks
3m
TikTok: Listen to this
Donald Trump being inaugurated as 19th organic president of USA.
July 23. They realize everything they accused Trump of, Biden did.

5m
JFK Jr. faked his death. Still alive.

TikTok: Max Loughlin (15 yr old kid)
CERN sent us to parallel universe.
Max is a B2 alien placeholder.

6m
TikTok: Egyptian tech
Does Giza pyramid provide power for an irrigation pump?
Certainly.

Annunaki in Bible.
Are pyramids landing sites for Annunaki?
Indirectly, yes.

7m
TikTok: Sodom & Gommorrah was destruction of Sinai space port. Correct.

8m
TikTok: Putin releases Tartaria maps in 2013
Church aint a church was in Tartaria. That’s what they’re trying to dig up around capitol now. All those
tunnels used to be streets.

9m
Tartarian empire had contact with Kohathenites. Bob did that.

10m
Biden called up 3000 reserves. How could he do that if Trump is in charge of military?
Those were reserves, not military.

11m
TikTok: false US zip codes



Are we witnessing categorical collapse of the world’s reserve currency?
Yes.
And the fall of Western Civilization.

13m
@Nan
What are signs that one needs to ground?
Is it something you feel physically beforehand?
One foot on land, one foot on sea.
If someone feels nervous, they should ground, or deal with whatever the grievance is.

15m
Is there white stone in the white cliffs of Dover?
A little bit. But you can say there’s a little bit of it everywhere but that’s another tale.

16m
Moon is plasma. You can’t land on it. However, they say the South Pole artic basin is a crater of the moon
with a pile of metal 5 times larger than island of Hawaii. How?
Plasma fields hold things.
Plasma fields set stasis. Remember the bell in Project Paperclip that floats.

17m
People appreciate that Nan keeps it honest and on topic.

Some of the older people Nan talks to now are dead.

19m
@Demetry
For past 500 years humanity came up with invention as a way to propel new ideas. Scientific method. Is
invention going out the window?
Maybe, maybe not. Depends on where you start from.

What is starting from?
It’s starting with what you know, then intuition kicks in, you start driving and you know your way without GPS.

22m
Vitruvian Man exercise:
Lets you know where your shortnesses are and your gains (over-excelling).
There are more exercises but get this one down right first.

26m
Plane with energy, electrons. Plane of essence which goes into psychotropic positions.
When you talked to Brent you said you can force something to make it extra raunchy.
iON: It’s like forcing a bloom out of season. Take a branch and bring it inside to force a bloom.

29m
@Nik



Documentary with Michael Saylor on Bitcoin and markets. Will Bitcoin still go to zero?
Yes, it’s been triangulated that way.
When you find out who is behind it, will go down to nothing instantly, like BLM.
Blockchain won’t go to zero like Bitcoin.

It doesn’t matter. You’re pegging this against money which is wrong.

32m
Watch Brazil to see where USA is going.
Will get so nasty, you’ll be forced to ascend.

SO still a good place to park money?
Well, world is crashing yet SO still holding at $70.
Partly due to Carolyn’s position.

33m
Caprica series.
How close is humanity to that?
Close now. It gives a different narrative. Eg. You wake up and see America: baseball, hotdogs, Chevy, but
now it’s killing, who can you fuck over the fastest.
It makes you have to be aware and in your own power. Can no longer depend on government, police
or your security.

34m
Flora Revive around your neck. Has it shifted the perfect cell that’s occurring around that area?
It’s acknowledging it.

Take ReFresh bottles and put ReMag in it straight and mist ReMag on your face.

37m
As one mulls the 18 keys over in your mind, does thinking about them have trigger events?
Yes, otherwise you’d never go to bathroom, know how to eat, etc.

38m
Things happening in his periphery. Cat or dog. What is it?
A deceased beast.

40m
3 new amino acids become sedentary in your life, that’s the clarion call for marriage supper of lamb.
Will mind body spirit products be arriving around Rosh Hashanah?
Yes.

43m
Merger with Truth Social.

46m
MUSIC BREAK



0000h
Finnegans Wake
p.6

For a nod to the nabir is better than wink
to the wabsanti. Otherways wesways like that provost scoffing
bedoueen the jebel and the jpysian sea. Cropherb the crunch-
bracken shall decide. Then we'll know if the feast is a flyday. She

Nod / nadir: wink from Ron DeSantis, but his numbers still won’t go up.

July 20 was the day to fly.

has a gift of seek on site and she allcasually ansars helpers, the
dreamydeary. Heed! Heed! It may half been a missfired brick, as

Brick / BRICS: that’s the misfired brick. They’re not all there as some say.

some say, or it mought have been due to a collupsus of his back
promises, as others looked at it. (There extand by now one thou-

Collapse of Federal Reserve

sand and one stories, all told, of the same). But so sore did abe
ite ivvy's holired abbles, (what with the wallhall's horrors of rolls-
rights, carhacks, stonengens, kisstvanes, tramtrees, fargobawlers,
autokinotons, hippohobbilies, streetfleets, tournintaxes, mega-
phoggs, circuses and wardsmoats and basilikerks and aeropagods
and the hoyse and the jollybrool and the peeler in the coat and
the mecklenburk bitch bite at his ear and the merlinburrow bur-
rocks and his fore old porecourts, the bore the more, and his

All the different sets of systems that are no longer (rolls right).
Fargoballers = far left people
Tram

6
blightblack workingstacks at twelvepins a dozen and the noobi-
busses sleighding along Safetyfirst Street and the derryjellybies
snooping around Tell-No-Tailors' Corner and the fumes and the
hopes and the strupithump of his ville's indigenous romekeepers,
homesweepers, domecreepers, thurum and thurum in fancymud
murumd and all the uproor from all the aufroofs, a roof for may

Nobody is doing anything, just making tiktoks doing what they do. Creating a platform. They’re taking their
power back from big government. That’s why everything is tippling full or fly.



and a reef for hugh butt under his bridge suits tony) wan warn-
ing Phill filt tippling full. His howd feeled heavy, his hoddit did
shake. (There was a wall of course in erection) Dimb! He stot-
tered from the latter. Damb! he was dud. Dumb! Mastabatoom,
mastabadtomm, when a mon merries his lute is all long. For
whole the world to see.

Everybody’s witnessing the fall of western civilization.
TikTok is media ecological reference of town cryer and soapbox rider.

of a trying thirstay mournin? Sobs they sighdid at Fillagain's
chrissormiss wake, all the hoolivans of the nation, prostrated in
their consternation and their duodisimally profusive plethora of
ululation. There was plumbs and grumes and cheriffs and citherers

Everybody have a fit because the woke have fallen asleep.

and raiders and cinemen too. And the all gianed in with the shout-
most shoviality. Agog and magog and the round of them agrog.
To the continuation of that celebration until Hanandhunigan's
extermination! Some in kinkin corass, more, kankan keening.
Belling him up and filling him down. He's stiff but he's steady is
Priam Olim! 'Twas he was the dacent gaylabouring youth. Sharpen
his pillowscone, tap up his bier! E'erawhere in this whorl would ye
hear sich a din again? With their deepbrow fundigs and the dusty

Normal people say this is most ridiculous thing in world.
They’ll get you so relaxed that when they come and take you over you’ll be too comfortable to notice.

fidelios. They laid him brawdawn alanglast bed. With a bockalips
of finisky fore his feet. And a barrowload of guenesis hoer his head.
Tee the tootal of the fluid hang the twoddle of the fuddled, O!

Gaylabouring. How can you be gay if you don’t know if you’re trans or not.

barrowload of guenesis hoer his head. Genesis effect. The new dichotomy.

view which is tautaulogically the same thing. Well, Him a being
so on the flounder of his bulk like an overgrown babeling, let wee
peep, see, at Hom, well, see peegee ought he ought, platterplate.
Hum! From Shopalist to Bailywick or from ashtun to baronoath
or from Buythebanks to Roundthehead or from the foot of the

Shize? I should shee! Macool, Macool, orra whyi deed ye diie?

Hurrah, there is but young gleve for the owl globe wheels in



bill to ireglint's eye he calmly extensolies. And all the way (a
horn!) from fiord to fjell his baywinds' oboboes shall wail him

Buythebanks: What’s happening in banking system. They’re recreating it.
extensolies = extensions
After COVID: Used to be American dream to buy a home, happy family.
Don’t need a happy marriage just need to be an influencer. That will become the bailiwick.

7 UP
rockbound (hoahoahoah!) in swimswamswum and all the livvy-
long night, the delldale dalppling night, the night of bluerybells,
her flittaflute in tricky trochees (O carina! O carina!) wake him.
With her issavan essavans and her patterjackmartins about all
them inns and ouses. Tilling a teel of a tum, telling a toll of a tea-
ry turty Taubling. Grace before Glutton. For what we are, gifs

Crying position of trochees: then wake him. Woke cancels everybody. Now it’s been flipped upside down.
They don’t know what to do about the anti-woke forces.

a gross if we are, about to believe. So pool the begg and pass the
kish for crawsake. Omen. So sigh us. Grampupus is fallen down
but grinny sprids the boord. Whase on the joint of a desh? Fin-

All about what you owe me, what I’m supposed to have; the homeless mess.
Grampus = pretend president Biden
Causal resources that allow this outcome to be noted.

foefom the Fush. Whase be his baken head? A loaf of Singpan-
try's Kennedy bread. And whase hitched to the hop in his tayle?

RF Kennedy.

A glass of Danu U'Dunnell's foamous olde Dobbelin ayle. But,

Dobbelin ayle: dobbstown ale

lo, as you would quaffoff his fraudstuff and sink teeth through
that pyth of a flowerwhite bodey behold of him as behemoth for
he is noewhemoe. Finiche! Only a fadograph of a yestern scene.
Almost rubicund Salmosalar, ancient fromout the ages of the Ag-
apemonides, he is smolten in our mist, woebecanned and packt
away. So that meal's dead off for summan, schlook, schlice and
goodridhirring.

Got to figure out the rubicon that’s being laid out; fadograph: what happened to good old days.
Molten mist has been web-canned. This meal is terminated. Its going to change, we don’t say for the better.
Can’t tell difference between Dems and Republicans anymore.
Fall of Eastern Front.



This rubicon will set this age permadiaz. Merging grannies with the babies that they have to be smolten in
the mist.

goodridhirring = all the IPOs. Blackrock asked to float the markets. Now all you see is advertisements for
BR. Something changed.
They can’t cover the float this time. Promoting assets that.
AI startups. Like Databricks = BRICS. BRICS is gaining a lot of girth.

slumbered, even in our own nighttime by the sedge of the trout-
ling stream that Bronto loved and Brunto has a lean on. Hiccubat
edilis. Apud libertinam parvulam. Whatif she be in flags or flitters,
reekierags or sundyechosies, with a mint of mines or beggar a
pinnyweight. Arrah, sure, we all love little Anny Ruiny, or, we

Flags or flitters: Everybody believes in America except for Americans.
Parvalum is new dichotomy that’s going to take over. We didn’t say it’s better but it’s going to be replaced.
Penny weight: Bitcoin.
Someday, watch your Ps and Qs.

mean to say, lovelittle Anna Rayiny, when unda her brella, mid
piddle med puddle, she ninnygoes nannygoes nancing by. Yoh!
Brontolone slaaps, yoh snoores. Upon Benn Heather, in Seeple
Isout too. The cranic head on him, caster of his reasons, peer yu-
thner in yondmist. Whooth? His clay feet, swarded in verdigrass,

Leaves Trump out of conversation. System eating itself inside-out.
The Bronto is going to become an E TU BRUTE soon.
Verdigrass is going to become what you fell on.
Clay feet related to Daniel 2:3-4.
Buythebanks; roundthehead: won’t need banks. Just a 24/7 app. Access to credit. Owe my soul to the
company store. Limitless credit with no retribution. Not enough jails.

stick up starck where he last fellonem, by the mund of the maga-
zine wall, where our maggy seen all, with her sisterin shawl.
While over against this belles' alliance beyind Ill Sixty, ollol-
lowed ill! bagsides of the fort, bom, tarabom, tarabom, lurk the

This brings in the MAGA fans. The MAGA Zion aspects which leaves all that other away. Leaves everything
else in a cistern shawl.

ombushes, the site of the lyffing-in-wait of the upjock and hock-
ums. Hence when the clouds roll by, jamey, a proudseye view is

Gives you a view of the bombs to come.

Yet may we not see still the brontoichthyan form outlined a-



8 UP
enjoyable of our mounding's mass, now Wallinstone national
museum, with, in some greenish distance, the charmful water-
loose country and the two quitewhite villagettes who hear show
of themselves so gigglesomes minxt the follyages, the prettilees!
Penetrators are permitted into the museomound free. Welsh and
the Paddy Patkinses, one shelenk! Redismembers invalids of old
guard find poussepousse pousseypram to sate the sort of their butt.
For her passkey supply to the janitrix, the mistress Kathe. Tip.

The hobos is hoin’
Derry jellybees = FBI. Every agency called out as corrupt except NSA.


